
Before we get started this simple task will really help you further on, it will all make perfect sense if 
you do things in the order outlined (which by the way is what happens during a positioning workshop).

The most common mistake I experience when I first ask this question is a big 
schpeel about ‘How’ they do it. This is a bad start mostly because any target 
audience isn’t concerned about ‘How’ you do this, or make that, they want to 
simply know one thing… What’s in it for me?
What your company does is provide a solution to a need. Determine the need and you can start 
talking the right language directly at your audience. Let’s illustrate this a bit more…

BOX 1

TAKE JUST 2 MINUTES TO WRITE AS MANY KEY WORDS AS YOU CAN ABOUT WHAT YOUR BRAND 
DOES HERE – WRITE DOWN THE FIRST THINGS THAT COME INTO YOUR HEAD.
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For example: 
I recently branded a company, they wanted a logo to start with but the company name bore no 
relevance to the product they produced. Ok, I’m already confused, so I asked them to tell me what 
they ‘provided to their customers’. To which they started telling me it was an innovative product and 
the parts came from Germany but are stocked in the UK, and here’s some pics of the parts (shots 
of builders holding pipework in partly built houses). Hmmm, tell me more (I said), so they did… it 
appears the pipes are made from high gauge steel, they can work from architects drawings and they 
supply and fit or they can just supply.

You get the picture?
I still don’t know what it is or what’s in it for me, and if I was a potential customer I would have walked 
away none the wiser at this point. I don’t know what the end product is – am I buying pipes, builders 
or something vaguely innovative?

A brand has to make sense.
So the way forward with this company was to identify the need – why would someone want or need 
what they were selling? I asked. Now the picture became clearer – in one simple answer which was 
“People get this product installed in their home because they get fed up with carting dirty washing 
up and down stairs, with this product they just put it in at one end and it comes out next to the 
washing machine”. Bingo. I had the ‘need’ established, and because the actual product wasn’t visible 
(it’s hidden in the structure of the building) it was even more important to create a brand around 
lifestyle benefits. This product reduced the hazard of carrying bulky items, it gave people more time 
to do other more enjoyable things – the list was steadily building. 

So often in branding people miss the point and sometimes selling an improved quality of life is just 
as viable as selling a feature. 

BOX 2

NOW TAKE 15 MINUTES TO RE-IDENTIFY WHAT YOUR BRAND DOES AND WHO FOR. IT’S IMPORTANT 
THAT YOU SIT FIRMLY WITH YOUR CUSTOMER’S SHOES ON AT THIS POINT.
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Compare your notes from box 1 to box 2 – which best describes 
what you do in the customers eyes?

The branding process in simple terms
So this is what really happens during the branding process 

1. Establish what it is you do – not how you do it

2. Who are you aiming it at – who’s your target audience?

3. What’s the need – what’s in it for the potential customer?

4. Keep it simple – don’t use your terminologies use layman’s language 

5. Look at the competition – what do you do that’s better/different/more enticing?

6. Draw your customers’ journey from landing to sale – are there steps along the way that can 
make is simpler/more enticing/provide incentive?

7. Get a personality - what tone of voice/look and feel would your target audience expect and like 
most?

8. Get some simple messages down on paper – and test them to see if they make sense

9. Craft these into a single strap-line

10. Develop these into core statements that clearly tell people why they should be speaking to you

11. Check – have you missed a vital selling point?

12. Get creative

Of course all of the above is a process you’ll naturally be guided through by a branding expert, but 
at least you now know why we may ask you some seemingly strange questions.
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